
Technical data

Roller chain 12B-1 b.dry, Stainless
steel - maintenance-free - JWIS

Part no.: 40009452
Packaging Unit: 5,015m

Brand: JWIS
Model: b.dry
Surface: Stainless steel -
maintenance-free

ROLLER CHAIN 12B

Pitch p (mm) 19,05

Width between inner plates b1 min. (mm) 11,68
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Product Information

b.dry chains are made from corrosion-free, maintenance-free CF stainless steel with an optimized articulated link that
represents a masterpiece of high precision. The capabilities of this material are absolutely unparalleled. b.dry products
run
completely dry, but are still more resistant to wear and corrosion, stronger and have a longer service life than comparable
chains.

Highlights:

Properties of individual parts that are perfectly harmonized with each other reduce chain wear and dramatically
increase service life. b.dry chains are extremely reliable, withstand high dynamic loads and are corrosion-resistant.
b.dry chains are completely dry-running. No lubrication is necessary, thanks to a high-performance plastic friction
bearing in the articulated link
Extremely high resistance to aggressive media. Information on chemical resistance of the b.dry chains and bush
available on request
Length tolerances compliant with ISO 606
Temperature range: –100 °C to +200 °C
No relubrication required
Also available as roller chains with attachments or extended pins and as custom-developed chains. ANSI chains
also on request.

Applications

Pharmaceutical industry, medical technology
Food processing industry

Roller diameter d1 max. (mm) 5,72

Total width inner link b2 max. (mm) 12,07

Outer link pin rivet a1 max. (mm) 22,7

Outer link key groove a max. (mm) 27,3

Height inner plate h2 max. (mm) (JWIS: g) 16,1

Min. tensile strength ISO/DIN FU (kN) 20

REQUEST DIRECTLY ONLINE NOW
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Useful information

CALCULATION PROGRAM

InduKet: the Chain Drive
Calculation Program for

Engineers.

iwis.com/chaincalc

CHAIN CALCULATION

The right drive solution for your
challenge.

chaindrive@iwis.com

SERVICES

ChainFinder, CAD data, iwis
Chain Handbook and more.

iwis.com/services
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